Mane ‘n tail conditioner
Conditions and fortifies hair and skin for a renewed
lustrous healthy look Helps prevent hair breakage and
split ends Natural oils nourish and condition scalp to
protect against unsightly flaking and scaling
Essential moisturizing corrects the drying effect caused
by sun wind and use of bleach and peroxide lighteners
Keeps hair tangle free soft
and manageable for grooming and braiding

Horse Salon
The closest thing to taking your horse to the salon!
Horse Salon's rich, concentrated formulation cleanses
hair thoroughly yet gently, drenching the hair with a luxurious
easy to rinse lather removing residual buildup of flysprays,
detanglers, environmental pollutants, and hard water minerals.
Horse Salon contains two coat conditioners and Aloe as a skin conditioner.
The coat conditioners leave the hair feeling soft and manageable,
creating a perfect environment for brushing and braiding, while the aloe
keeps the horse’s skin moisturized and itch free.

Quick wipes leather cleaner
Balanced formula falls within the pH range of leather
Safely deep cleans leather in an alkaline free environment
Foaming action breaks up and removes oils which trap dirt in the leather
Glycerin provides residual softness following cleaning

Quick wipes leather conditioner
Recognized by auto restorers and detailing professionals as "the best"
Extends the life of leather by restoring the oils used in the tanning process
An odorless non-greasy aqueous emulsion, Lexol contains no chemical solvents
Not for use on napped leathers, suede or glove leather
For Auto interiors, Handbags, Sporting goods, Luggage and may other items

Liquid Glycerine Saddle Soap
More convenient to use than bars. Just spray on and wipe off this ready
to use mixture and see the results. Cleans and preserves smooth leather.
Buffs to a rich, satin finish.
Glycerine Saddle Soap Bar
The 100% glycerine bar restores leather to its full-bodied suppleness
and buffs to a rich, satin finish. An excellent cleaner and preservative.
Fair and Horse Show exhibitors often shampoo prize horses
and cattle with glycerine bars to impart a healthy sheen to their coats.

Neatsfoot Oil Compound
This combination of natural and synthetic oils is used
by saddle and boot makers to soften, preserve and
waterproof smooth leather. It lubricates the fibers which
restores suppleness top the leather.

